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Long Tradition in HEP: Profile nuisance parameters and use 
asymptotic Wilks’s Theorem to get approximate1D confidence 
intervals and (typically) 2D regions.
Name “Profile likelihood” entered HEP in 2000, with Rolke, Lopez

Classic FORTRAN* program: “Minuit: A System for Function 
Minimization and Analysis of the Parameter Errors and 
Correlations” by Fred James and Mats Roos, 1975.
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“

”                                                                        

*Today it is in C++ and in ROOT

“HESSE” errors from 2nd derivs at minimum;

“MINOS” errors from ∆(-lnL), as in Fig. 2



Approximate Confidence Regions Using ∆(-lnL) 
(included in appendix to MINUIT users guide)
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“Interpretation of the Shape of the 
Likelihood Function around Its Minimum” 
by Fred James (1980)



At some point, a few people started integrating out nuisance 
parameter(s), typically when Gaussian/Normal contribution to 
likelihood, while treating parameter of interest in frequentist 
manner. 
E.g., (see Backup slides)
Robert Cousins and Virgil Highland, “Incorporating systematic 
uncertainties into an upper limit” (1992).
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For a more enlightened discussion, see our paper on the on/off 
problem discussed later in this talk,                                        
Cousins, Linnemann, Tucker (2008). “CLT”

Luc Demortier noted that, in these simple cases, what we did 
was the same math as George Box’s prior predictive p-value!

Box calculated a tail probability after obtaining a Bayesian pdf, 
and we averaged a frequentist tail probability over a Bayesian 
pdf. (Simply reverse order of two integrals; see above paper.)



Profile likelihood ratio is most common test 
statistic in use today at LHC (in all of HEP?)

MINUIT MINOS history, still widely 
used.
1998 intervals by Feldman and 
Cousins were recognized as          
no-nuisance special case of 
inversion of “ exact” PLR test in 
“Kendall and Stuart”.
HEP-invented “modification” called 
CLS is ratio of two p-values that are 
both based on PLR test statistics 
(with some historical use of 
marginalization of nuisances).
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Key paper in 2010, first year of LHC data
Cowan, Cranmer, Gross, and Vitells (CCGV) “Asymptotic 
formulae for likelihood-based tests of new physics”.
Examined profile LR ratio and their preferred variants:
Widely used in HEP, with significant side effect:                     

Since asymptotic distributions were not known in HEP for other 
test statistics, the default became profile LR expressions in 
CCGV, even for small sample size, “for consistency”.
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But…in stats literature, long history of criticism of 
simple profile LR

E.g., 2005 PhyStat at Oxford had various reviews of stats 
literature with higher-order approximations or other 
improvements: partial likelihood, adjusted likelihood, modified 
likelihood.
See in particular my talk, Nancy Reid’s comments on it, and her 
workshop summary talk.
Talk by Anthony Davidson at PhyStat-nu 2019                       (and 
earlier work in Banff challenge after Banff 2006
Talks by statistician Alessandra Brazzale and                          
physicist Igor Volobouev at PhyStat-DM 2019
Virtually none of these developments have                                
been adopted in HEP, as far as I know.
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And marginalizing nuisances is rare at LHC (I think)
IMO, three reasons: 
1) The historical precedent of MINUIT MINOS,
2) Profiling is natural within context of LR test statistics
3) Since CCGV, asymptotic formulas are readily available for 

profile likelihood but not marginalization, and are the default 
in the now-dominant software tools.

Meanwhile our Bayesian friends have long advocated 
marginalizing nuisance parameters even if we stick to  
frequentist treatment of parameter of interest, e.g., 
James O. Berger, Brunero Liseo and Robert L. Wolpert, 
“Integrated Likelihood Methods for Eliminating Nuisance 
Parameters”, (1999)
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From Berger et al rejoinder:
“Dr. Susko finishes by suggesting that it might be useful to 
compute both profile and integrated likelihood answers in 
application, as a type of sensitivity study. It is probably the case 
that, if the two answers agree, then one can feel relatively 
assured in the validity of the answer. It is less clear what to think 
in the case of disagreement, however. If the answers are 
relatively precise and quite different, we would simply suspect 
that it is a situation with a ‘bad’ profile likelihood.”
I (BC) agree with Dr. Susko! 
More studies needed in real cases to see if Berger et al are right.
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Null distribution of the test statistic(s)
Rather than pursuing higher-order corrections to the profile LR, 
the general practice in HEP has been to stick with the profile LR 
test statistic, and to use Monte Carlo simulation (known as “toy 
MC”) to obtain the finite-sample-size distribution(s) of the profile 
LR under the null hypothesis, and under alternative(s) as desired.  
This is often compared to the relevant asymptotic formula.
So now one has the question: How should nuisance parameters 
be treated in the simulation?
Keep in mind: we want correct frequentist coverage of the 
parameter of interest when nature is sampling from the true 
values of the nuisance parameters.
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The usual procedure (evidently based on a desire to be “fully 
frequentist), is to “throw toys” using the profiled values of the 
nuisance parameters, i.e., their ML estimates conditional on 
whatever value of the parameter(s) of interest are being tested.

At some point, this was identified as the parametric bootstrap.

The hope is that the profiled values of the nuisance parameters 
are a good proxy for the unknown true values.

I would like to see more comparisons of these results with 
alternatives, particularly those from marginalizing the nuisance 
parameters with some judiciously chosen priors.
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Example
I “cherry-picked” an example that
1) appears often in the statistical literature; 
2) is an important prototype in HEP and astronomy; and       
3) I happen to be a co-author on studies thereof: 
The ratio of Poisson means, which maps onto:                               
a) the “on/off” problem in astronomy and                                           
b) the “signal band plus sideband” problem in HEP.
For the algebra, see Cousins, Linnemann, Tucker, (2008). “CLT”
Here I will mostly just give concepts.
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Histogram with 2 bins, observed contents non and noff.

The “on” bin has (potentially) signal and bkg events with 
unknown Poisson means µs and µb , total Poisson mean µs + µb .

The “off” bin has only bkg with unknown Poisson mean µoff .

The ratio of bkg in the two bins, τ = µoff / µb is known.

Test H0: µs = 0.  Rephrase H0: µoff / (µs + µb) = τ.
I.e., H0: ratio of Poisson means of the two bins is τ.
Choice of nuisance param; let it be µb .

Std solution: eliminate nuisance by “conditioning”:                      
ntot = non + noff has no information about ratio;                             
treat this ancillary statistic as fixed and consider                 
binomial distribution of non , noff .

Again rephrase H0: Binomial param ρ is µb / (µb + τ µb) = 1 / (1+τ).
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non

noff

µs+µb µoff

τ = µoff / µb
known 



Two ways to write the likelihood function L :

L (non , noff ; µs+µb , µoff)  

= Pois(non ; µs+µb ) Pois(noff ; µb) 

= Pois(ntot ; µs+µb+µoff) Binom(non ; ntot , ρ)

Where recall H0: µs = 0, equiv to H0: ρ = 1 / (1+τ).
So do binomial test of ρ = 1 / (1+τ), given data non , ntot .
p-value obtained by inversion of binomial conf intervals.
Convert to Z-value with 1-tailed convention: ZBi.

CLT used standard Clopper-Pearson conf intervals.
Very conservative for small n’s. 
Later paper by Cousins, Hymes, Tucker preferred 
Lancaster mid-p confidence intervals.

Compare other methods to these “exact” intervals.
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non

noff

µs+µb µoff

τ = µoff / µb



First, consider case when µb is known exactly.              
The p-value (call it pP) for H0: µs = 0 is Poisson prob of 
obtaining non or more events in the “on” bin with true 
mean µb .

Then introduce uncertainty in µb in Bayesian-like way, 
with uniform prior for µb (ugh) and likelihood L (µb) from 
Poisson probability of observing noff in “off” bin, thus 
obtaining posterior prob P(µb|noff), a Γ function.

Finally, take weighted average of pP over P(µb|noff):
PB-F hybrid = ∫ pP P(µb|noff) dµb. and map to ZB-F hybrid .

Jim Linnemann discovered numerically, and then 
proved, that ZB-F hybrid = ZBi (!)  (Called ZΓ in paper.)
[See Backup slides for note regarding simulation.]
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non

noff

µs+µb µoff

τ = µoff / µb

Marginalization of nuisance µb (Bayes-Freq hybrid)



For testing H0: µs = 0, we find the profile likelihood 
estimate of µb. See Li and Ma, cited by CLT, for math.  

Conceptually, we can use all the data by noting that     
ntot = non + noff is sample from Poisson mean               
µb+µoff = µb(1 + τ).

So profiled MLE of µb for µs=0 is (non + noff ) / (1 + τ).

Parametric bootstrap takes this value of µb as truth and 
proceeds to calculate p-value as in pP above.

Can be done by simulation or direct calculation, 
leading to ZPB.
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non

noff

µs+µb µoff

τ = µoff / µb

Parametric Bootstrap treatment of nuisance µb



Suppose τ = 1, non = 10, noff = 2.

“Exact” ZBi = ZB-F hybrid (aka ZΓ) = 2.07

Using Lancaster mid-P binomial:  Zmid-P = 2.28

Asymptotic result from Wilks’s Thm is ZPL = 2.41

Parametric bootstrap: 
For µs = 0, profiled MLE of µb = 6, and so µoff = 6.
So generate toys with µ = 6 in each bin (!) ZPB = 2.32
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non

noff

µs+µb µoff

τ = µoff / µb

Numerical examples



Suppose τ = 2, non = 10, noff = 2.

“Exact” ZBi = ZB-F hybrid (aka ZΓ) = 3.27

Using Lancaster mid-P binomial:  Zmid-P = 3.44

Asymptotic result from Wilks’s Thm is ZPL = 3.58

Parametric bootstrap: 
For µs = 0, profiled MLE of µb = 4, and so µoff = 8.
So generate toys with µ = 4, 8 in the bins (!) ZPB = 3.46

Superficially, B-F hybrid is “Exact”, PB gives larger Z.
But recall: “Exact” overcovers due to discreteness –
maybe PB is actually better. Need closer look.
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non

noff

µs+µb µoff

τ = µoff / µb

Numerical examples



Following CLT, we pick a threshold Zthresh (e.g., 3 or 5) 
and consider a pair of true values of (µb , τ).  

For each pair, we consider all values of (non , noff ), and 
calculate both the probability of obtaining that data 
and the claimed Z value for each recipe.

We can then compute the probability that Z ≥ Zthresh for 
each recipe.  From this we map to a value Ztrue that 
represents the true Z , and compare to Zthresh .

(This could be done by simulation, but we do direct 
calculation.)
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non

noff

µs+µb µoff

τ = µoff / µb

Coverage Studies
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For each fixed value of τ and µb , the color indicates Ztrue − Zclaim for the 
ensemble of expts quoting Zclaim = 5. 
I calculated a couple points using parametric bootstrap ZPB :
For τ = 1 and µb = 10, Zclaim = 3: Ztrue = 3.0 (!)
For τ = 1 and µb = 20, Zclaim = 5: Ztrue = 5.0 (!)

From the CLT (2008) paper



How much is HEP losing by not examining more 
thoroughly higher-order asymptotic theory?

I cherry-picked my example problem to be one in 
which I knew that marginalizing the nuisance 
parameter (with judicious prior) yielded the standard 
frequentist Z, while doing “fully frequentist” 
parametric bootstrap as commonly done at the LHC 
would give higher ZPB.  But the discrete nature of the 
problem “saves” the coverage of ZPB !

For Gaussian uncertainty on mean µb , marginalizing 
the nuisance parameter can be badly anti-conservative 
(Kyle Cranmer at Oxford 2005, our paper).  

I would urge more exploration of these issues in real 
LHC analyses!
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non

noff

µs+µb µoff

τ = µoff / µb

Summary
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Thanks to all (see note), including my 
“sponsor”, U.S. DOE Office of Science
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Robert Cousins and Virgil Highland, “Incorporating systematic 
uncertainties into an upper limit” (1992).

C-H looked at the case of a physics quantity 
σ = µb / L ,
where µb = unknown Poisson mean, L is factor called luminosity. 
One observes a sampled value n from the Poisson distribution. 
From n, one obtains an 90% upper confidence limit on µb. 
If L known exactly, scale by 1/L to get upper conf limit on σ. 
If instead one has unbiased estimate of L and assumes 
symmetric pdf for L with known variance, C-H integrate over L, 
what we now call marginalizing over the nuisance parameter L.
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Our motivation was to ameliorate an effect whereby confidence 
intervals derived from a discrete observable become shorter 
when a continuous nuisance parameter is added to the model.

In the initially submitted draft, we did not know that we were 
grafting a Bayesian pdf onto frequentist Poisson C.L.

(Fred James sorted us out before publication.)

As mentioned in main talk, for a more enlightened discussion, 
see our paper on the on/off problem discussed later in this talk,                                        
Cousins, Linnemann, Tucker (2008). “CLT”
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Simulation of marginalization of nuisance µb

Sample µb from P(µb|noff), compute frequentist pP for each 
sampled value of µb (using same observed non). 

Calculate arithmetic mean of these values of pP .

Convert to ZP as desired.  (Note that pP’s are averaged, not ZP’s).
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